
3DOptix™ introduces a revolutionary Virtual Optical Cage System for any optical research
application and rapid optical prototyping. For the first time, optical developers and researchers will be
able to easily center  any off the shelf, optical element, exactly above the fixation locations in any precise 
three-dimensional structure at an affordable price. 3DOptix™’s precise and discrete mounting locations will reduce
your alignment work, decreasing the overall setup time.
VCage System - 3DOptix™ BreadBox™ creates a virtual 3D Cage system above your entire optical table. 
You get the same accuracy as with any traditional cage system but without any rods, with higher agility, 
ability to build any three-dimensional structure and with discrete mounting locations for standard optical elements.
Rapid Optical Prototyping - With 3DOptix™ BreadBox™ platform there is no need to build a custom 
structure for each prototype. 3DOptix™ building blocks can be used to design and build any precise
three-dimensional structure or optical bench, accelerating the optical prototyping process while maintaining 
a low cost budget. The highly rigid structural components create a mounting platform with discrete mounting 
locations specifically for your design and application. 
With 3Doptix™ components and an off-the-shelf CAD software it is easy to model your entire setup.
Ultrafast Lasers - 3DOptix™ is  built to meet extreme spatio-temporal design requirements for ultrafast lasers. 
Interferometer setups are easy to design and build.

Precise
All optical elements are centered exactly 
above the fixation locations.
Dowel pins precisely define the location
and position of each optical mount.

Modular
A wide variety of structural elements together with
compatible mounting components and adaptors provide
you with a modular platform to build any structure,
whether it be a prototype or a setup for an experiment.

3-Dimensional
 Easy to build any three-dimensional structure for rapid
 optical prototyping or for any optical application.www.3doptix.com
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Synchronized
All 3DOptix mounts are synchronized with each other once
mounted on the same optical table or to the same 
three-dimensional structure. 

Compatible
The BreadBox™ platform is designed to accommodate 
optical elements of standard sizes and is compatible with 
any other commercial optical or optomechanical component.
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Agility
Easy to make any structural modification simply by 
adding or removing 3DOptix™’s modular components, 
even while the setup is up and running.  
There is no need for any alignment work when you 
position or reposition the optical elements in the system.


